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GRAVITY SEPARATORS
William D. Munroe 1/
Having been associated with the Oliver Manufacturing Company for
the past several years, it has been my privilege to observe a number of
Specific Gravity Separator installations. Although most such installations
are operated with good efficiency, it is my sincere and growing belief that
fuller understanding of this type separator by the operators will increase
efficiency and flexibility of such installations considerably. It is the
purpose, then, of this paper to review the fundamentals of seed separations
as applied to gravity separators, the fundamentals of the gravity table itself and to touch briefly on the techniques and, mechanics of the gravity
separator o
We might well start the consideration of our problem with the
question, "Why clean seed? 11 It is obvious that we want clean seeds but
we also want seeds with high germination. These ends are accomplished
as follows:
1. Purity is increased by:
(a) The removal of inert matter
(b) The removal of unwanted seed varieties
2. We increase germination by:
(a) The removal of cracked, broken and insect damaged seeds
(b) Removing light seeds which contain the greater portion of
non-viable seeds.
Under the proper circumstances, a specific gravity separator will
effect all of the above desired separations.
Mechanically, a specific gravity separator is a fairly simple
machine. It consists of one or more fans discharging air into a plenum
chamber, commonly called the air chest. The purpose of the air chest
is to properly distribute the air up through the deck. The gravity deck is
made of a porous mater ial which allows the air to pass up through the
seed mass. The deck also has a reciprocating motion. In operation,
seeds are fed onto the reciprocating deck while air, at the proper rate,
is passed through the air chest, porous deck and up through the seed mass.

1/ Mr. Munroe is a representative of Oliver Ma nufa ctu ring Company,
Rocky Ford, Colorado, manufacturers of gravity separato rs and s toners o
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Properly regulated , the air will cause the seeds to stratify with heavy layers
close to the deck with each succeeding layer being lighter the higher the
layers are above the deck As the lighter materials on top are not in contact
with the deck and are "lubricated'' by the air , they will drift towards the low
side of the deck . Because the heavy material remains in contact with the
deck , the deck ' s motion will cause them to travel uphill to the high side of
the deck
On a gravity table , therefore , particles have two motions ,
vertical which is caused by the air separating the mater ial into layers of
decreasing weight materials and horizontal which is caused by deck motion
on the heavy particles and by air on the light pa rticles . Without vertical ,
non-turbulent movement of the materials , no separations would be possible.
About two years ago, I prepared a chart which attempts to present
all pertinent information concerning various seed cleaner s and the separations
they are capable of making , If you will follow the reproduction of the chart
presented here , it will be noted that the function of a Gravity Table is
normally to make the final cleaning of a seed mixture
Implicit in this statement is that it is normal for a gravity table to accept mater ial which has been
previously cleaned and/or sized by preceeding machines , The next column
shows that separations are by air flotation which has been previous explained.
Under the group of columns titled "Determining Characteristics For
Seed Separations" you will see that a gravity table will affect separations by
overall s.i.ze difference , specific gravity , coat characteristic and character
change. When a gravity table is presented with particles of the same specific
gravity but varying size , the unit will separate the mix by size
The normal
application of this type separation is to upgrade germination by removing the
smaller seeds which contain the majority of the non-viable seeds in a mix
When a gravity table is pr esented with a seed mix of u niform size ,
it will separate the particles by specific gravit y. This separation will either
upgrade germination by removing cracked, broken and insect damaged grains
or it will upgrade purity by removing inert material and unwanted seed
varieties of the same size as the wanted materials bu t with a differing
weight.
Separation by character change is usually c losely associated with
i
seed coat character and the coat character of the contaminant . A character
change separation is effected when the contaminated mix is treated to change
the character of either the wanted or the unwanted materials in such a manner
that the gravity table can the n make a n effective separation. The separation
following character change may be by either overall size differ ence or by
specific gravity , depending on the nature of the cha racter change made
The
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prin,cipal character change separation used is the removal of buckhorn
from legume seeds. The seed coat of the buckhorn is mucilaginous in
nature so that, when the mix is treated with water, the buckhorn becomes
sticky and allows fine s.awdust to adhere to it. This changes the size of
the buckhorn and allows a screen/air machine to remove the larger buckhorn seeds while a gravity separator will remove the smaller buckhorn
seeds.
The rules for specific gravity separations may, therefore, be
summarized as follows:
1. A gravity table will separate uniformly sized particles by
specific gravity.
2. A gravity table will separate seeds of the same specific
gravity by size.
3. A gravity table will not effectively separate a seed mixture
consisting of particles of varying sizes and specific gravities.
From the foregoing it should be emphasized that a gravity table, to
be effective, should be presented with either a uniformly sized seed mix
or seeds which have a uniform specific gravity, i.e. a seed mix that is
as pure as possible. The better the precleaning and sizing job done by
the machines ahead of a gravity table, the more precise and effective
will be the separations made by the gravity table.
It is somewhat redundant to go into the mechanical adjustments of
a gravity table as these matters are so well covered both by manufacturer's
instructions and previous short course publications. However, for
completeness, these matters will be briefly summarized here. All gravity
separators have five mechanical adjustments which are:
1. Feed rate
2. Eccentric feed
3 . Air control
4. Lateral inclination of the deck
5. Longitudinal inclination of the deck
To start up, the lateral and longitudinal inclinations of the deck
are set at a compromise setting suggested by the factory . . The feed is
opened to a medium setting with the deck in motion but no air moving.
Wait until the seeds come against the banking rail and adjust the eccentric
so that the seeds move smoothly uphill with no "hopping". The air is
gradually opened until the mass fluidizes with no "boiling" of the seeds.
After the seeds cover the deck, adjustments are first made to make the
separation needed with the greatest possible efficiency and then adjustments
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are made to obtain capacity. · Make only one adjustment at a time with a
reasonable time in between adjustments . This wait is necessary as it takes
time for a particle to go from inlet to discharge and the deck load must completely change before the effects of a new adjustment will be completely
evident.
There are several types of gravity separators offered to the public
and my own , somewhat arbitrary , classification of these units is as follows:
l.

Classification by pressure difference systems.
(a) Positive gravity tables wherein the air is blown up through
the deck. These are the most common type of table and
us ually cost less and require less horespower for a given
job.
(b) Negative gravity tables wherein air is pulled up through the
dec k by an overhead air system. Usually these units are
more expensive , require more hor sepower and have less production than equivalent positive units. They are normally
used where dust is a problem.
(c) Positive/Negative gravity tables which are similar to
scr een / air separators in that the air is both sucked from
ab o ve and blown from beneath the deck. It is not clear
what applications or advantages, if any, these units might
have .

2.

Classification by deck shape .
(a) Triangula r decks used for efficiently removing a small amount
of heavies from a large amount of lights.
(b) Rectangular decks used for efficiently removing a small amount
of lights fro m a large amount of heavies. This is the type deck
we normally recommend for seed applications as a survey indicated that over 80% of seed separations are removing lights
fr om a large amount of heavies.

3.

Classification b y fan systems.
(a) Single fan units .
(b) Multi - fan units . We recommend multi-fan units because
pro per design allows a great reduction in required horsepower
and gr eater finesse in air adjustments .

4.

Classification by use.
(a) Gr:avity tables are for precise separations of particles whose
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characteristics are very similar.

Units always give three

fractions: (l) Heavy particles; (2) Light particles and;
(3) Middlings product.
(b) Stoners which are simplified gravity tables for working on
separations of particles with gross differences and which
yield only two fractions: (1) Wanted and; (2) Unwanted.
Some reasonable caution should be observed in the installation and
use of gravity tables because the separations are so precise. It is a must
that the foundation be firm to preclude false vibrations of the deck. False
vibrations will cause turbulence of the seed mix and destroy the efficiency
of separations. The proper deck for the size seeds being processed should
be provided. The deck mesh should be large for large seeds and small for
smaller. seeds. Fans should be checked for proper rotation. Air filters
should be used at all times as dirty air will plug the deck openings and
"blind 11 the mesh. Deck clamps should be tight when operating as loose
clamps cause false vibrations.
The final topic will be the consideration of the middlings product
and recommended procedures for handling them. There are five methods in
general use for handling the middlings product to reclaim the wanted
materials from them. Whereever possible, we recommend that the middlings
be returned to the head of the processing line as we find that the middlings
fraction is usually composed of materials which have been improperly sized
and cleaned by the preceeding machinery . We recommend direct return of
the middlings to the gravity feed only as a last resort as this tends to build
up a large recirculating load and thereby seriously reduces the capacity of
the machine. Other methods of handling this problem whose application
depends a lot on the size operation are:
1. Accumulating the middlings for rerun at a later date with
a different setting.
2. Feeding the middlings product of several gravities into a
following gravity which is set to separate materials with only
minor differences.
3.

Using a series of gravities with a large gravity discharging
its middlings to a smaller gravity whose middlings are, in turn,
discharged to a still smaller gravity.

Gentlemen , this has been a brief s umma r i.zation of the gravity
separator, its fundamentals , application and operation. I will conclude by
stating that I, personally, feel that we have barely scratched the potentials
of specific gravity separations and that fulle r understanding of these units
will v:astly increase the efficiency and flexibility for all operations.

